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Importance and Requirement of Frequency band
specific RF probes EM Models in sub-THz and

THz Measurements up to 500 GHz
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Magali De Matos, Bernard Plano and Thomas Zimmer, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— In this paper, we present on-silicon structures on-
wafer measurements up to 500 GHz and a comprehensive
electromagnetic (EM) simulation analysis to understand non-
ideal behaviour in the measured data. The EM simulations are
performed in such a way that the simulation setup remains very
close to the physical measurement environment where a faithful
true EM model of the RF probes is an essential requirement. In
this process, four different RF probes used during measurements
in the frequency bands 1 GHz - 110 GHz, 140 GHz - 220 GHz,
220 GHz - 325 GHz and 325 GHz - 500 GHz are designed
in the EM simulator. We also highlight the importance of
the frequency band specific probe models to develop a deep
understanding of the problems encountered in the sub-THz and
THz measurements.

Index Terms— On-wafer TRL calibration, test structures, thru
standard, EM simulation, RF probes, SiGe HBT, sub-THz.

I. INTRODUCTION

FULFILLING the ever increasing demand of high-speed
electronics systems for a wide range of applications

e.g. communication system, imaging, radar, security etc. [1]–
[4] in the sub-THz and THz ranges is very challenging.
The challenges spans from high-speed semiconductor device
design to system design. To design cost effective RF high
speed integrated circuits for these applications, the transistors’
characteristics such as the maximum available power gain
frequency (fmax) and the transconductance (gm) plays a very
important role [4], [5]. The state-of-art silicon-germanium
(SiGe) HBT shows a fT/fmax of 505/720 GHz [6] and
benefits from the silicon integration with an advantageous
back-end-of-line (BEOL) environment compared to the III-
V technology based transistors [7]. Accurate, repeatable and
reliable S-parameter measurements of a transistor above 110
GHz are challenging but are urgently required to develop
compact models for the high-speed RF circuit design [8]. In
the sub-THz and THz ranges, the measured and calibrated
S-parameters of a device can be influenced by the RF probe
design, the RF pad design, the test structures design, the layout
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Fig. 1. Microscopic pictures of the Picoprobe RF probes used in the different
measurement frequency bands: (a) 1 GHz-110 GHz, (b) 140 GHz-220 GHz,
(c) 220 GHz-325 GHz and (d) 325 GHz-500 GHz.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2. Frequency band specific RF probe models corresponding to (a) 1
GHz -110 GHz, (b) 140 GHz - 220 GHz, (c) 220 GHz - 325 GHz and (d)
325 GHz - 500 GHz shown in Fig. 1. The models are designed in the HFSS
and in all models, white=coaxial insulator, gray=solder, yellow=metal.

of the neighbouring structures, the substrate materials etc.
along with the used calibration and de-embedding techniques
[9]–[18]. A dedicated work focused on the improvement of
the measurement’s accuracy in sub-THz and THz ranges is
necessary where an accurate and reliable simulation analysis
can play a vital role.

To deepen the understanding of high frequency measure-
ments, electromagnetic (EM) simulation is usually performed
[10]–[15], [17], [19]–[21]. Out of these reported works, most
of the EM simulation analyses are dedicated to test structures
fabricated on non-Silicon substrate up to 110 GHz [12], [20]
and above 110 GHz [10], [11], [15]. In [10], [15], the EM
simulation analysis covering more than one frequency band
is presented using only one RF probe model. For Si based
test structures also, EM simulation analysis covering more
than one frequency band (1 GHz to above 110 GHz) is
presented using only one RF probe model [13], [14], [17].
In fact, the geometry and layout for each RF probe depends
on the frequency band as well as on the probe head supplier.
Therefore, to improve the accuracy and the reliability of the
EM simulation analysis in the sub-THz and THz ranges,
frequency band specific RF probe models are an essential
requirement. An improvement in the on-wafer S-parameter
measurement of a DUT requires a combination of an efficient
on-wafer calibration kit design and the RF probe design. In
order to design efficient test structures in a calibration kit, a
thorough understanding of the behaviour of the test structures
is required to evaluate their performance and refine them
further in the next design cycle. The use of well-structured
EM simulations can be one of the tools to gain insight into
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TABLE I
PARAMETER VALUES USED TO MODEL THE RF PROBES IN HFSS.

RF Probe Model Pitch
(µm)

min/max separation between
Signal and Ground trace

(µm)

Max width of ground trace in CPW
(µm)

Projection Angle
(degree)

Inner diameter
of Coax section

(µm)
1 GHz - 110 GHz 100 22.75/33 250 35 149

140 GHz - 220 GHz 50 12/24.5 230 35 130
220 GHz - 325 GHz 50 12/12 287 23 43
325 GHz - 500 GHz 50 6.5/6.5 239 22.5 45

Ref. p
lane

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. 3D schematic of DUTs (a) meander line, (b) transistor open and
(c) intrinsic part of the meander line. The green dashed line in (a) shows the
position of the reference plane after applying the on-wafer TRL calibration.
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Fig. 4. S-parameter based on the measurements and EM simulation after
applying the calibration on the meander line. The dashed black line is used to
represent the intrinsic EM simulation. The solid blue and green lines shows
predictions of RF probe models shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 10, respectively.

the behaviour of the structures that can be used for the purpose
of re-design, similarly to the use of SPICE models to optimize
the circuit performance before its tape-out.

In this paper, we demonstrate the importance of well-
structured EM simulations for the development of a deep
understanding of the behavior of the test structures, which
is essential for the re-design an optimized structures. The
four frequency band specific RF probe EM models (spanning
from 1 GHz to 500 GHz) are designed in HFSS and EM
simulations are performed with them to thoroughly analyse the
measured S-parameters’ behavior of the DUTs (transistor-open
and meander line). The usefulness of EM simulations for gain-
ing deep insights into unexplored effects is highlighted. The
work presented also demonstrate the use of well-structured
EM simulations to understand the effects of RF probe design
in high frequency measurements.

II. DESCRIPTION OF RF PROBE MODELS
To perform the on-wafer TRL calibration, the thru (35µm),

the lines (115µm and 365µm) and the reflects are fabricated
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Fig. 5. S-parameter and capacitance measurements along with the EM
simulation of the transistor-open up to 500 GHz. The solid blue and green
lines shows predictions of RF probe models shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 10,
respectively.

on the silicon substrate as well as the load to perform the
impedance correction and DUTs according to the STMicro-
electronics BiCMOS55 technology [22]. The on-wafer TRL
calibration in the frequency range 1 GHz - 110 GHz is
performed using a 365µm long line, while 115µm long line is
used in the frequency range 140 GHz - 500 GHz. To measure
the non-calibrated (raw) S-parameters of the on-wafer TRL
calibration kit structures and DUTs, four Picoprobe probes are
used in different frequency ranges: (1) 1 GHz - 110 GHz with
100 µm pitch, (2) 140 GHz - 220 GHz with 50 µm pitch, (3)
220 GHz - 325 GHz with 50 µm pitch and (4) 325 GHz - 500
GHz with 50 µm pitch. For each probe, several optical images
in different orientations were captured and one picture for
each probe is shown in Fig. 1. Using these pictures, a realistic
model for each probe is designed in the HFSS EM simulator
as shown in Fig. 2. Each probe consists of two sections, the
coplanar waveguide (CPW) and the coaxial waveguide. In the
HFSS RF probe models, beryllium copper (BeCu) is used as
the material for the probe tips while polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) or teflon is used as the insulator material in the coaxial
section and the characteristics impedance of the coaxial section
is set to 50 Ω. The parameter values used to design the probe
models are listed in Table-1. Note that all these dimensions are
measured from the Picoprobes probes microscopic pictures,
therefore, they may slightly differ from the exact values. The
EM simulation using the band specific RF probe models is
carried out similarly to the work reported in [13].
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(a)E Field [kV/m] (b)

Si Substrate

(c)

(d)

Si Substrate

Fig. 6. Electric field (E-field) distribution (top and side views) in the
transistor-open at 220 GHz using two probe models: (a, c) 1 GHz - 140
GHz and (b, d) 220 GHz – 325 GHz. The E-field distribution in all figures in
this paper are shown in the same scale as shown in corner of the panel (a).
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Fig. 7. Transistor-open S11 and S12 magnitude of all the four HFSS probe
models compared against the intrinsic simulation. Note that the S-parameter
is noisy for RF probe models 1 GHz - 110 GHz and 140 GHz - 220 GHz
beyond 250 GHz and not shown to make other data easily readable.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Measurement and EM simulation analysis of S-parameters
After measuring the non-calibrated S-parameters of the

fabricated structures using the four probes mentioned in the
previous section, the on-wafer TRL calibration is performed
and applied to the DUTs’ measurements. The on-wafer TRL
calibration sets the measurement reference plane at the edge
of the pad access line as shown in green color in Fig. 3a.
The on-wafer TRL calibrated S-parameters of DUTs meander
line and transistor-open are respectively shown in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 with solid orange lines. When measuring the on-wafer
test structures, the minimum distance between the RF probe
tips at the port-1 and port-2 is 90µm.

To verify the accuracy and trend of the shown S-parameters,
the EM simulation of the intrinsic structures of DUTs (e.g.
meander line intrinsic structure in Fig. 3c) is performed where
the contributions due to the RF pads and RF probes are
not included. To understand the deviation of the measured
data from the intrinsic EM simulation (black dashed line) in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, an EM simulation analysis performed with
a simulation setup that has an accurate representation of the
physical measurement environment in the lab is beneficial. To
perform such a realistic simulation, an accurate EM model of
RF probes used in measurement is an essential requirement.
Thus, in this work, frequency band specific EM models of
RF probes as described in the previous section are used. The
EM simulation of the on-wafer TRL calibration kit structures
and DUTs is performed using the frequency band specific
RF probe models, thereafter on-wafer TRL calibration is
performed and applied on the DUTs. The resulting calibrated
DUT S-parameters shown with solid blue lines in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 are consistently following and closely matching the
measured data except in 140 GHz - 220 GHz for the transistor-
open which may be due to the difficulty to obtain precise

(a)E Field [kV/m] (b)

Si Substrate

(c)

Si Substrate

(d)

Fig. 8. E-field distribution in the transistor-open at 220 GHz using the probes
designed for 140 GHz - 220 GHz ((a) and (c)) and 325 GHz – 500 GHz ((b)
and (d)), where (a)-(b)= top view, (c)-(d)= side view.

(a) (b)

Si Substrate

(c)

Fig. 9. E-field distribution in the transistor-open at 110 GHz using the probe
model dedicated to 140 GHz - 220 GHz ((a) and (c)) and 220 GHz – 325
GHz bands((b) and (d)). (a)-(b)=top view, (c)-(d)=side view.

measurements of a small value of S12. These observations
indicate that RF probe designs have a significant impact on
the sub-THz and THz measurements which lead to a deviation
from the ideal expected behavior predicted by intrinsic EM
simulations. The frequency band specific RF probe models
are very useful to deepen the understanding about various
unexplored issues; two unexplored issues are discussed further.
Note that all the EM simulations with the RF probe models
are performed excluding neighbouring structures around the
DUTs.

B. Importance of RF probe models in understanding of unex-
plored issue in sub-THz and THz measurement

In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, some discontinuities in the measured
data can be observed at the band edge frequencies where
the RF probes are changed e.g. at 220 GHz in S11 and S12

in Fig. 5. The intrinsic EM simulation does not show any
discontinuity over the entire frequency range and a similar
trend is expected if only one probe model is used in the
analysis [14]. Using the frequency band specific probe models
in the EM simulation, the discontinuity in the measured data is
correctly predicted by the EM simulation. To gain insights into
this discontinuity, the E-field distributions in the transistor-
open at the 220 GHz band edge are shown in Fig. 6 for
the RF probe models corresponding to 1 GHz - 110 GHz
and 220 GHz - 325 GHz. The E-field distribution differences
show that both probes have a different influence on the
DUT characteristics, which entails the discontinuity in the
measured data at the band edge. In the EM simulations, the
RF probes positions are similar for both probes, therefore it
underlines that the discontinuity in the measurement data is
not due to a misalignment of the probes [23] but it can be
attributed to the combined effect of the RF probe design, the
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 10. E-field distribution in the transistor-open using the probe model
shown at (a) 110 GHz in panel (b) and 220 GHz in panel (c). In the probe
shown in (a), the signal trace width is 25µm, the ground trace minimum width
is 63 µm and the metal thickness is 8.66 µm.

calibration structure design, the distance between the probes,
the calibration error etc.

In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, another remarkable observation is the
close matching of the obtained EM simulation prediction using
the RF probe models of 220 GHz - 325 GHz and 325 GHz
- 500 GHz with the measurements as well as with intrinsic
simulation results. This clearly reflects the smaller influence
of the RF probes in the measurements used in 220 GHz –
325 GHz and 325 GHz - 500 GHz. To analyze whether the
smaller influence of the RF probes in the last two bands is
due to the used probe design or it is independent of the RF
probe design, the EM simulation predictions of each probe
over the entire frequency range for the transistor-open is shown
in Fig. 7. By comparing all the predictions in Fig. 7, the
following observations can be made:

• RF probe models designed for 220 GHz - 325 GHz and
325 GHz - 500 GHz are consistently close to the intrinsic
simulation in all bands.

• RF probe models designed for 1 GHz - 110 GHz and 140
GHz - 220 GHz are good only up to close to 220 GHz.

To obtain a better understanding about the drawn observations,
the E-field distribution for each probe can be compared in
Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 at 220 GHz. It can be observed that RF
probes model of 1 GHz - 110 GHz and 140 GHz – 220
GHz have a higher probe-to-probe as well as a higher probe-
to-substrate coupling compared to the probes model of 220
– 325 GHz and Model 325 – 500 GHz. To confirm this
observation, the E-field distribution at the same scale is shown
for probes (140 GHz - 220 GHz and 220 GHz - 325 GHz) at
110 GHz in Fig. 9, which confirm the findings at 220 GHz.
To gain insights, the design of the RF probes is examined
closely by going back again to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In the RF
probes dedicated to the first two frequency bands (1 GHz -
110 GHz and 140 GHz - 220 GHz), the spacing between the
signal and ground in the CPW section and the diameter of
the dielectric ring in the coaxial section are large compared to
the probes for the frequency bands (220 GHz - 325 GHz and
325 GHz - 500 GHz), see Table-1. Due to these differences
in the design, the electromagnetic energy coming out of the
coaxial section is more confined in the CPW section of the
RF probes designed for the last two bands. Consequently,
these RF probes show a lower coupling compared to the one
designed for the first two frequency-bands as shown through
E-field distribution in Fig. 6 to Fig. 9. To ascertain the role of
the spacing between the ground and the signal trace in a RF

Reference Plane

L= 0 µm
L= 25 µm

L= 100 µm
L= 250 µm

Fig. 11. The schematic of a test structure with extended access line length to
study the impact of the thru length in the on-wafer TRL calibration. The access
line length is extended for the DUT and for all TRL dedicated structures with
"L" on each side.
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Fig. 12. S-parameter (magnitude of S11 and S21) of a 120 µm long line
using a thru with different access line lengths in the on-wafer TRL calibration.
for all the cases, the reference plane is set at the same position as for the
original thru. Results in panel (a) and (b) are obtained from using a RF probe
corresponding to 1 GHz - 110 GHz while results of (c) and (d) are obtained
using the probe corresponding to the 325 GHz - 500 GHz frequency range.

probe, a RF probe with only the CPW section as shown in
Fig. 10a is designed keeping value of this separation 6.10 µm
(which is less than in all the four probes). The results obtained
using the CPW probe are shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 7
with "with simple CPW probe Model". The prediction of the
CPW probe is very close to the intrinsic simulation and even
closer than the results obtained with the RF probes designed
for 220 GHz - 325 GHz and 325 GHz – 500 GHz. The E-field
distribution shown for this probe in Fig. 10 indicates a lower
coupling similar to the RF probes of the last two bands due
to a strong energy confinement. This observation underlines
that the greater confinement of the electromagnetic signal in
the CPW section reduces the unwanted couplings and leads
improvement in the measurement. The aforementioned EM
simulation based discussion indicates that if we ignore all the
involved hardware constraints and complexities, then the RF
probe designs corresponding to the 220 GHz - 325 GHz and
325 GHz - 500 GHz are a better choice to be used in the
frequency range 1 GHz - 220 GHz.
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C. Application of the RF probe models in test structure design:
A discussion on the thru length

In the design of a microstrip or co-planar based calibration
kit, a thru of length of more than 400 µm to less than 100
µm was used [14], [24]–[28]. The advantage of a microstrip-
based calibration kit is the elimination of the higher order
modes [27]. For that reason, we adopted the microstrip-based
design strategy in designing the highly scaled structures of
this study. In order to clarify the impact of the thru length,
we carried out an EM simulation study where we varied the
access line length of the thru and naturally, all other on-wafer
test structures used for on-wafer TRL calibrations as shown
in Fig. 11. We placed the reference plane far away from
any discontinuity (e.g. due to pad-to-access line transition and
probe-to-pad transition). The access line lengths are increased
by 25 µm, 100 µm and 250 µm at both port 1 and port 2. The
DUT is a 120 µm long line. After applying the on-wafer TRL
calibration, the obtained S-parameters are shown in Fig. 12.
In general, with increase in the thru lengths in Fig. 12, S-
parameters are varying as also experimentally reported in [24].
Regarding the entire frequency band in Fig. 12, no clear trend
is visible; therefore, selecting the best length of thru out of
all the used lengths is not obvious. Moreover, two different
probe designs have been used in the investigation. A dominant
effect of the thru length is expected to be independent of the
probe design and bring the same amount of the variation in
the S-parameter of the DUT for both probes with the same
change in the thru length in Fig. 12. But Fig. 12 shows that
impact of thru length variation is particular dependent on the
probe design and the variation is less pronounced with the
probe model corresponding to 325 GHz - 500 GHz frequency
range. This behavior is appearing because an increased thru
length can reduce the amount of the probe-to-probe coupling
but other unwanted complex couplings that depend on the
combination of the test structure and RF probe design remain
present e.g. probe-to-substrate coupling. Therefore, with the
use of longer test structures (i.e. longer thru) in the presented
study , some improvement in measurement could have been
achieved with the RF probes shown in Fig. 1, but this would
have significantly increased the fabrication costs of the test
structures. Thus, increasing the length of the test structure
would not notably change the observations of the presented
work.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated the requirements of
frequency band specific EM models of RF probes for a
thorough analysis of on-wafer measurements in the sub-THz
and THz frequency range. Thanks to the use of RF probe
models, a deep and clear understanding is presented of two
unexplored effects that occur in the on-wafer measurement
data of the transistor-open. Using different RF probe designs
in the EM simulation, we have highlighted that the amount
of the unwanted couplings varies with the RF probes design
for a given test structure design, and the reduction of the
unwanted coupling leads to an improvement in the on-wafer
measurements. High frequency measurements can be improved

by the correct design of RF probes, and test structures and the
use of well-structured EM simulations can be one of the tools
to gain insight on into the behavior of structures that can be
used for re-design the purposes.
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